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Abstract
Purpose of review Cervical disc replacement (CDR) has
emerged as a motion-preserving alternative to anterior cervical
discectomy and fusion in selected cases. Despite favorable
literature, CDR is not universally accepted because of con-
cerns regarding bias in the existing literature. The purpose of
this review is to identify the possible biases in the disc replace-
ment literature.
Recent findings Recent studies that compare CDR and ACDF
have demonstrated equivalent or superior outcomes, lower
rates of secondary surgery, and equivalent safety at medium-

and long-term follow-up. In our review, we identified four
types of bias that may affect the CDR literature: publication
bias, external validity, confounding bias, and financial con-
flicts of interest.
Summary Bias, whether intentional or unintentional, can im-
pact the interpretation and outcome of CDR studies.
Recognition of this issue is critical when utilizing the existing
literature to determine the efficacy of CDR and designing
future studies.

Keywords Cervical radiculopathy . Cervical disc
replacement . Anterior cervical discectomy fusion . Bias

Introduction

Bias has been defined as any process at any stage of inference
that tends to produce results or conclusions that differ system-
atically from the truth [1]. In medical research, bias can lead to
the misinterpretation of results, which in turn can lead to un-
necessary procedures, unforeseen complications, or other un-
anticipated outcomes. Bias can be deliberate or unintentional.
There are established research practices that are intended to
reduce the effect of bias in clinical research studies including
randomization method, allocation sequence concealment, par-
ticipant blinding, outcome assessor blinding, outcome mea-
surement, interventionist training, withdrawals, intent to treat
analyses, clustering, and baseline characteristics.

In the CDR literature, concerns about bias are frequently
raised, in part, due to the heterogeneity of the published liter-
ature. There are some studies in the recent literature that are
favorable for CDR [2•, 3–8, 9•, 10, 11]. Conversely, there are
other studies that do not report similar improvements in out-
come or reductions in secondary surgery with cervical disc
replacement [12, 13]. Despite the frequently raised concern
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about bias in CDR literature, there are few studies that have
specifically assessed potential biases in the outcome of CDR
trials.

The purpose of this paper is to identify and define sources
of bias that may confound the CDR literature including pub-
lication bias, external validity, confirmation bias, and financial
conflict of interest. We feel that this review will help to guide
future investigators, surgeons, and patients in the interpreta-
tion of the disc replacement literature.

Publication bias

Publication bias is a process by which the research that ap-
pears in the published literature is systematically unrepresen-
tative of the population of completed studies [14]. Therefore,
secondary surveys of the literature (such as systematic reviews
or meta-analyses) that analyze only published papers will be
biased because they will not include unpublished studies.
Publication bias is most commonly discussed in the context
of disproportionate reporting of positive, favorable research
results.

Publication bias is a complex, multifactorial process that is
likely related to both author and journal factors. Studies with
positive results (showing that the experimental group is more
successful than the control group) are more likely to be pub-
lished in the peer-reviewed, scientific literature, particularly in
high-impact journals. A recent survey of high-impact journals
found that 67% of articles favored a new technology whereas
only 6% of articles favored the conventional treatment [15].
Therefore, at the editorial level, journals may favor publica-
tion of studies with positive results. The subjectivity of the
peer review process is also partially responsible for the diffi-
culty publishing negative results. Previous studies have dem-
onstrated that the agreement between reviewers is poor and
little better than random chance [16, 17]. In the authors’ ex-
perience, reviewers are much less likely to agree upon publi-
cation of a study with negative results. Studies with a negative
or equivocal outcomes, even if of superior quality, may have
more difficulty with publication than studies with a positive
outcome, due to reviewer heterogeneity [18]. However, de-
spite poor reviewer reliability, editors place considerable
weight upon reviewers’ recommendations in the decision for
acceptance or rejection of a manuscript [19]. Further study is
necessary to determine if there are specific topics within the
spine literature, such as disc replacement, in which it is more
difficult to publish negative results.

Despite a plethora of systematic reviews on cervical disc
replacement, only a few studies assess publication bias direct-
ly [20–31]. There are several studies that have demonstrated a
publication bias in the cervical disc replacement literature [32,
33]. Therefore, systematic reviews of cervical disc replace-
ment literature are challenging to interpret because there are
likely studies with equivalent or negative results that have not

been reported and not included in these reviews. For example,
although the Discover artificial disc replacement investiga-
tional device exemption study (NCT00700739 and
NCT00432159) has been concluded, the full study results
have not been published. Only smaller subanalyses of the
Discover IDE have been reported [13]. According to the best
available information on clinicaltrials.gov, the overall success
rate of the Discover artificial disc replacement trial was 33%
in the study patients and 90% in the control ACDF population
at 12 months (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/results/
NCT00700739?sect=X70156&term=discover+disc&rank=
2#outcome1, accessed October 25, 2016). Failure to report
negative results such as the results above may result in
publication bias because future meta-analyses will not include
all available subjects.

Authors suggestions for reduction of publication bias

To address publication bias, we recommend that all CDR
studies’ results be published including negative results, even
if they are published in lower-impact journals. In addition,
public reporting of primary outcome data on clinicaltrials.
gov is also helpful to identify studies that are in the midst of
the publication process. We also recommend that future
systematic reviews evaluate public resources such
clinicaltrials.gov for additional study information. We
recommend that journals consider a non-blinded peer review
process to improve transparency and quality of the peer re-
view process [34–38].

External validity

External validity refers to the extent to which the study results
can be applied to situations outside of study conditions. The
primary indication for CDR in the Investigational Device
Exemption trials was patients with persistent cervical
radiculopathy or myelopathy who have failed non-surgical
treatment for at least 6 weeks or who have progressive symp-
toms [6, 39, 40]. Patients had imaging studies demonstrating
disc pathology that was concordant with their clinical com-
plaints. Patients with instability, osteoporosis, facet arthrosis,
or other medical conditions were excluded from the disc re-
placement studies. Although these study conditions were de-
signed to reduce possible confounding variables, the study
conditions may have also created a study population that is
not completely representative of the general population of
patients with cervical pathology. If the study population dif-
fers substantially from the general population, the external
validity of the study results would suffer.

Indeed, there are studies that demonstrate that most patients
(60%) with cervical spine pathology would not be eligible for
inclusion in a CDR study [41]. Another retrospective analysis
of IDE study data concluded that cervical disc replacement in
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patients with radiographic abnormalities that are relative con-
traindications (such as disc space collapse) may lead to poor
clinical results [13]. Although poor external validity is not
specifically a bias of cervical total disc replacement literature,
an overly restrictive study population may be reflective of
biased study design. The generalizability of the disc replace-
ment IDE results about overall success and failure may be
limited because the IDE study populations do not resemble
the real-world populations of patients who have cervical com-
plaints [42]. Due to the novelty of TDR and limited utilization
compared to ACDF, there are few large, high-quality studies
on the outcome of CDR or secondary surgery rates outside of
IDE study data [7]. However, the available studies outside of
IDE study conditions do demonstrate a benefit for CDR in
reduction of costs and secondary surgery rates.

Another aspect of external validity that may affect TDR
trials is expertise bias. In technically demanding procedures
such as spine surgery, a surgeon’s skill and expertise is expect-
ed to play an important role in the outcome of the procedure
[43]. In the most commonly cited CDR studies which are IDE
studies, the surgeons performing TDR and ACDF are highly
selected surgeons. With any new surgical procedure, there is
an inevitable learning curve. Further studies are necessary to
determine if the results of TDR seen in IDE studies with high-
ly selected surgeons are reproducible in the general
population.

Authors suggestions for enhancement of external validity

To improve external validity, we recommend that database
studies and large-scale research studies be performed on pa-
tients who had CDR performed outside of IDE study condi-
tions. To address expertise bias, we recommend that cervical
disc replacements require a training session before product
utilization and that “learning curve” cases are also reported.

Confirmation bias

Confirmation bias occurs when one interprets information in a
manner that endorses one’s own preconceptions towards a
hypothesis under study. Confirmation bias can lead to statis-
tical error and may occur when researchers choose to incor-
porate evidence that adds confirmatory support to their
intended hypothesis and choose (whether consciously or sub-
consciously) to ignore evidence that discredits the results that
they believe in.

Confirmation bias is generally addressed by blinding study
participants and investigators. However, it is not possible in
most studies of CDR to blind participants or investigators due
to different postoperative treatments (collar in fusions versus
early mobilization in disc replacements). However, the lack of
blinding in CDR studies leaves patients susceptible to confir-
mation bias.

Although there is little written about confirmation bias in
the disc replacement literature, the differential clinical out-
comes of TDR versus ACDF in some early reports are sug-
gestive of confirmation bias. Several early reports of CDR
versus fusion studies described markedly improved arm pain
scores in the disc replacement group. However, this finding
may be suggestive of confirmation bias since both groups of
patients should have undergone adequate discectomy and
nerve root decompression. Mechanical factors, such as adja-
cent segment degeneration, should not manifest in the early
immediate postoperative period. Another observation sugges-
tive of confirmation bias is the higher satisfaction scores in
some CDR studies despite equivalent disease-specific mea-
sures such as pain scores.

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no instrument to assess
the effect of confirmation bias or preoperative expectations on
outcome. However, recent studies in the lumbar literature have
demonstrated that preoperative expectation is a significant
factor in postoperative outcome even 1 year out from surgery
[44]. Other recent studies that have incorporated blinding to
control confirmation bias have demonstrated surprising results
in the placebo treatment groups [45, 46]. A recent meta-
analysis of 16 trials with subjective outcomes determined that
non-blinded subjective outcomes were associated with exag-
gerated treatment effectiveness compared to blinded outcomes
[47–49]. Additionally, the duration of confirmation bias is
unclear in the literature. Although it is plausible that confir-
mation bias would affect early outcome, the authors would
hypothesize that, at some point, the initial study euphoria
would abate and the effect of confirmation bias would be
reduced.

Confirmation bias may particularly influence the rate of sec-
ondary surgery in disc replacement studies, since the decision for
secondary surgery is subjective. There has been at least one
report describing a higher secondary surgery rate in ACDF pa-
tients inside of IDE study conditions compared to concurrent
patients (at the same institution) who had ACDF at the same
institution outside of an IDE study [50]. The implication of the
above study is that providers or patients in the disc replacement
studies were more willing to revise a failed ACDF and offer a
secondary surgery in IDE study conditions than in non-IDE
study conditions due to confirmation bias. However, the effect
of patient or provider expectations on the decision for secondary
surgery is difficult to quantify. The IDE studies generally utilize
radiographic outcomes that are also generally consistent with the
expected secondary surgery rates.

Secondary surgery is an inherently subjective decision.
Patients who have a poor outcome from an index procedure
may or may not choose not to undergo a secondary procedure.
If patients with significant pain believe that stress is trans-
ferred to adjacent discs from a fusion, they may be more likely
to undergo a secondary procedure. To account for this subjec-
tivity, the FDA-defined success criterion in many FDA trials
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includes a composite measure that includes clinical outcome
and secondary surgery to account for patients with a poor
outcome who chose not to undergo additional surgery [51].

Author suggestions for confirmation bias

The authors suggest that future studies are performed to spe-
cifically evaluate the effect and duration of confirmation bias
in the surgical literature. Particularly since cervical collars
have themselves been shown to have little effectiveness, it
may be possible to design future CDR studies with identical
postoperative conditions (without a cervical collar). Finally,
IDE study results should report objective, radiographic mea-
sures in addition to subjective clinical outcome measures.
Future studies should also utilize checklists to reduce bias in
clinical research [52].

Financial conflict of interest

Funding can create a significant bias in clinical research at the
journal, editorial, and author level. Journal-level conflict of
interest usually takes the form of publication bias. At the jour-
nal level, the disc replacement studies are very likely to be
published if they report positive results even if they are indus-
try funded [53]. Previous studies have reported that a substan-
tial proportion of orthopedic medical device studies are indus-
try funded [54]. Funding may also be related to publication
bias since a majority of industry-funded studies report positive
results [55–58]. Additionally, in many specialties, it has been
demonstrated that articles with positive results are more likely
to be published in high-impact factor journals [59, 60]. Almost
all of the large, prospective, randomized disc replacement
studies are industry funded since disc replacements are a rel-
atively new innovation that have only recently received FDA
approval. There are no public domain disc replacements.
Thus, there is little financial incentive for industry to dedicate
time or resources into the publication process for ineffective
products that are not likely to be financially successful.
Therefore, the majority of disc replacement studies with pos-
itive results are industry funded.

However, another interesting aspect of journal-level con-
flict of interest is editorial bias [61]. Recent articles have sug-
gested that the editors of prominent journals have failed to
maintain a firewall between the business and editorial depart-
ments, resulting in a form of financial conflict of interest re-
lated to sales and advertising of journal articles or subscrip-
tions. There is at least one prominent example of a non-spine
journal (New England Journal of Medicine) that may have
taken actions that belie a conflict of interest. Possible editori-
al-/journal-level actions that are related to conflict of interest
include creating several editorial or commentary articles on a
single side of a controversial issue to influence readers. For
instance, reprints of the New England Journal of Medicine

VIGOR study describing Vioxx generated $697,000 or more
[62–64]. Although editorial-level conflict of interest has not
been reported specifically in the context of TDR, editorial-
level COI is an underreported issue in the major spine
journals. Over 30% of the editorial board members of the five
major spine journals have financial conflicts of interest with
industry [65]. Editorial-level conflicts are often reported on-
line or on the journal website, but not on the specific article
text. Further study is needed as to whether there are editorial-
level conflicts in disc replacement studies. Recent actions tak-
en by spine journal editors on other topics in spine surgery,
including creating special embargoed issues with multiple re-
dundant commentaries, demonstrate the ability of journal ed-
itors to advocate about specific issues [66, 67].

By far the most scrutiny on financial conflict of interest has
occurred at the investigator-author level. There is potential for
industry funding to influence surgeon perceptions of new
technology, reporting of outcomes, and reporting of adverse
events. Other areas of spine surgery, such as the studies de-
scribing the utilization of recombinant human BMP-2, have
been heavily scrutinized due to author-investigator conflict of
interest [66, 67]. Obviously, authors who have financial incen-
tives that are tied to the outcome of a particular product have a
significant interest in the outcome of the research. There is at
least a perception that authors who have financial conflicts
may be tempted to emphasize positive findings and to gloss
over negative findings, perhaps unconsciously. Although
there has not been a specific study in the TDR literature that
proves individual conflict of interest influencing the outcome
of a study, further study with non-conflicted investigators is
necessary.

Authors’ suggestions for financial conflict of interest

Full disclosure of pertinent relationships and outside relation-
ships at the journal, editor, reviewer, and author level is nec-
essary for transparency around financial conflict of interest.
Such disclosures are required by physicians and also by med-
ical device manufacturers according to The Physician
Payment Sunshine Act (PPSA). Additionally, further studies
are necessary to determine the extent to which industry spon-
sorship influences specific CDR research.

Conclusions—moving forward

In conclusion, the purpose of this review was to identify and
define sources of bias that may confound the cervical total disc
replacement literature. Bias can be generated at any stage in
the research process and can impact the results generated in a
study and how these results are interpreted by readers and
investigators. Bias can be deliberate, but it can also be unin-
tentional. In our review, we identified four types of bias that
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may affect the CDR literature: publication bias, external
validity, confounding bias, and financial conflicts of in-
terest. Publication bias exists as a source of bias be-
cause studies with positive results are more likely to
be published in peer-reviewed scientific journals. In or-
der to combat publication bias, we recommend that
journals publish all TDR trial results, including studies
with equivalent or negative results, and that journals
move to a non-blinded peer review process. Threats to
external validity exist because many patients with cervi-
cal spine pathology do not fit into IDE study condi-
tions. To address threats to external validity, we recom-
mend that future TDR studies be performed outside of
IDE study conditions. Confirmation bias occurs when an
investigator or subject interprets information in a man-
ner that endorses their preconceptions towards a hypoth-
esis and ignores evidence that discredits the results.
Confirmation bias can be negated by blinding treatment
groups. Although this may be difficult to do in TDR
trials, we recommend an attempt be made to blind in-
vestigators in future TDR trials. Finally, financial con-
flict of interest is another source of bias that can influ-
ence research.

In summary, bias, whether intentional or unintentional, can
impact the interpretation and outcome of cervical disc replace-
ment studies. If investigators and journals are diligent, bias
can be minimized by employing a few key strategies and tools
throughout the research and publication process. In the future,
it is essential that all parties make an effort to eliminate bias
and publish sound studies that contribute to the body of liter-
ature on cervical disc replacement.
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